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stars, an orb in space pas,;es gradually to the condition of a 

I 
stead of a solid stream. On connecting it witll the service 

c00l, non-luminous mass, and thence steadily onward pipe the movement of the water was found to cause an active 
toward inertness and death. Regarding our planet's state circulation of the ail' in that part of the room, which was 
as that of mid·life. we may call that stage death in which drawn in at the upper opening of the shaft and issued again 
these conditions have entirely disappeared. Among these cool and fresh from the one at the floor level. 
condit ions is the action of the subterranean forces by which The relative temperatures of the water, the air aL the top 
the earth's surface is continually modeled aLd remodeled. of the room, and the cooler air that had passed the water 
Only by tile action of her vulcanian energies can the earth bath were: Water, 84°; air in the room, 96°; cooled air, 74°; 
maintain her position as an abode of life. She is then showing that the air was cooled ten degrees below tile tem
manifesting her fitness to support lire in those very throes perature of the water which cooled it. This refrigeration 
by which, too often, many live� are lost. The upheavals and was due to the rapid evaporation of the water by the heated 
downsinkings, the rushing of ocean in great waves over is- ail', tile water being in the form (.f a fine spray. 
lands and seaports, hy which tens of thousands of human • • • ,. 

Leings lose their lives, are part of the evidence which tlJe THE EFFECT O,F HARDENING ON STEEL. 
earth gives that within her frame there still remains enough A correspondent, in referring to an article on the" (Jon-
of vitality for the support of life during hundreds of traction of Steel," in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of July 12, 
tbousands of years to come." says that steel workers differ as to the effect of fire and 

- .. _-- .... , .. water on cast steel; some insisting that bardening expands 
SMELTING AND CASTING OF IRON. the steel and others being certain that the process contracts 

The metallurgical processes employed in the extraction of it. Both of these conditions after hardening were alluded 
iron produce a metal which contains carbon, silicon. man- to in that article, and on these varying facts was based a 
ganese, and other substances. Pure iron, having a very high suggestion that workers in steel keep a record of the be
fusing point, is not well applicable to foundry purposes; the havior of the metal of the same bar, the same lot, and also 
material we have to examine is iroll combined with carbon. of different makers. 
The presence of carbon, it being combined and disseminated The correspondent suggests that the managers of this 
as graphite through the iroll, causes a lowering of the fusing paper institute and carry on to completion a comprehensive 
point. When pig iron is molten in a cupola fUl'nace, the ail' series of experimellts to determine what changes, if any. are 
comes in contact with particles of the liquid m�tal and the made in cast steel by the process of hardening. It is obvi
carbon tbereof; the metal is partly decarbonized. The im- ous that the propositiOll is not a feasible one; the duty of 
purities, silicon, manganese, and small quantity of iron are recording mechanical experiments is elltirely distinct. from 
converted into oxides, producing the slag. the opportunity of making them or of conducting the pro-

Other products of oxidation, carbonic oxide and iron cesses of the trials. 
oxide, are dissolved in the molten iron. The ail' blown into But such trials and tests are being made by those who 
the furnace generally contains aqueous vapor, and by its have not only all the ready means to mal,e them, but are 
action upon burning coke hydrogen is generaten. Molten financially concerned in their results. The facts upon 
iron, possessing the property of dissolving three times its whicb the article in the July 12 issue was based were taken 
volume of hydrogen, as has been shown by latest investiga- from very comprehensive tests made hy a large manufac
tions, is thu� charged with carhon ic OXide, hynrogen, and· turer of steel tools, �ome of them necessarily of the most 
iron oxide. On cooling of the metal the gases are emitted; I exact character. The vRriations in the behavior of steel 
they are the cause of the spongy, pumicestone·like surface from the same makers were almost incomprehensible, if the 
structure observed on solidified metallic ma'ses. belief in the uniformity of the product was allowed; and 

Iron being molten at a low temperature, and then .tapped tne exact tests and records of the action of harrlening on the 
off and poured into moulds, liberates the dissolved gases steels of five of the foremost makers of steel in the world 
within the mould. The structure of such a casting exhi- demonstrated the fact that at present there is no certainty 
bits the presence of cavities and a high degree of porosity. in the homogeneousness of steel, so that it retains its certain 
Such cavities have pease-like shape near the surface, and and absolute character in the after workings. Of this gene
assume that of a sphere toward the cellt er of the met al; they ral fact there can be no question; an rl producers of cast 
are �ometimes conllected with each other hy small channels. steel and workers of cast steel are acting quite in harmony. 
When heated more rapidly and far above its fusing point, to the end that a uniform product may be obtained. The 
iron becomes more applicable to foundry purposes. The difficulties in the way of tbis desirable Sllccess are obvious 
molten metal remaining for some time in the ladle and be- enough; it is almost impossible, at present, to know the 
ing agitated by the aid of a bar before it is poured into the actual qualities of the iron and of the other added ingre-
moulrls, pel'mi ts a free eliberation of dissolved gases. dients tbat go to make up tbe steel. 

The property of iron of absorbing gases and iroll oxide Not only do the ores from the same mine differ, but their 
is increa�ed by remelting of iron; for h(,mogeneous eastings after handling differs in quality of fuel and degrees of heat. 
iron must be used which has not previously served the same And even the chemical products employed are not always 
purpose. The spongy structure of a casting is also caused the same in quality. When to tbese invitations to varia· 
by the moulding material. When the orifices of a mould tion is added the carelessness of the forger and temperer, it 
become gradually filled wit h molten metal, the escape of is easy to see that only a long continued series of tests, 
gases depends on the physical nature of the moulding rna- carefully recorded, ('an ascertain the causes of difference 
terial. The latter containing moisture and organic substances and suggest the remedies. But there is going on a grarlual 
.generates aqueous vapor and other gases, which cause the improvement; and one of its evidences is the mechanical in
formation of surface cavities. These cavities are covered telligence that demands special steel for special purposes. 
with a film of oxidized metal, while those produced by dis- That this demand i8 met, at least in part, is evidence that 
solved gases have a bright metallic surface. an improvement in the methods of producing determinate 

The difficulties involved in the casting of homogeneous qualities and similar, if not exact, results is possible. 
articles are partly overcome by the use of a suitahle porous ••• , • 

sand. Another class of cavities is that called druse. The CheJDlcal Nature o£ Starch Grains. 

cavities of a druse are studded with iron crystals of a den- Dr. Brukner has contributed to the ., Proceedings of the 
dritie form. The formation of these cavities is caused by Vienna Academy of Sciences" a paper on the" Chemical 
an abnormal shrinkage during solidification. Another phe- Nature of the Di fferent Varieties of Starch," especially in 
nomenon generally called suckillg must be assigned to the reference to the question whether the granulose of N1Lgeli, 
same cause; it is generally observed on parts of castings the soluble starch of Jessen, the amylodextrin of W. Nageli, 
where a large qU'lntity of metal has been collected. It is and the amidnlin of Nasse, are the same or different sub
therefore advisable b the manufacture of castings to give stances. 
them an equal wall thickness, which has the advantage that A single experiment will serve to show that unner certain 
the tension is most equally disttibuted throughout the mass. conditions a soluble substance may be obtained from starch 
On cooling of the liquid metal within the mould, the parti- grains. If dried starch grains are rubhed between two 
cles which are in contact with the mould are sooner solidified glass plate8, the grains will be seen under the microscope to 
than those more distant, and promote a motion of the liquid be fissured, and if then wetten and filtered, the filtrate will 
material from places of greatest to sue h of less accumula- be a perfectly clear liquid. showing a strong starch reaction 
tion, thus forming druses.-Metallarbeiter. with iodine. Since no solution is obtained from uninjured 

------..... ,� ...... -4 ... _. grains, even after soaking for weeks ill water, Bruknel' con-
COOLING BY EVAPORATION. cludes that the outer layers of the starch grains form a mem-

The principle of cooling by evaporation is one on which brane protecting the interior soluble layers from the action 
some ice making machines are constructed; ether or aqua of the water. He was ullable to detect any chemical differ
ammonia applied to the �kin when heated produces a cool- enceA between the amidulin of Nasse, the portion of the 
ing effect by its rapid evaporation; a playing spray fountain starch grain soluble in water, and the granulose of C. 
in a room will sensibly cool the ail' from the same cause. Niigeli, which he extracted by means of saliva. The solu
Under favorable circumstances this principle may be eco- hIe filtrnte From starch pa�te also contains a substance iden
nomically applied to the cooling of overheated rooms. tical with granul ose. Between the two kinds (If starch
Many years ago the proprietor of a summer boarding bouse the granular and that contained in paste-there is no chemi
in eastern Ma,sachusetts cooled his upper rooms in summer cal but only a physical difference, depending on the condi
by spraying water through an air duct, the plan being tion of aggregation of their micellre. 
almost identical with thnt described ill an exchange as being W. Nageli maint.ains that granuloEe, or soluble starch, 
employed in the composing room of the New Orleans Pica- differs from amylodextrin in the former being precipitated 
!June. In this case a vertical wooden box was con�tructed by tannic acid and acetate of lead, while the latter is not. 
in the corner of the room, with openings at the floor and Brukner fails to confirm this difference, obtaining a volumi
ceiling, and furnished with a pipe for supplying water at nous precipitate with tannic acid and acetate of lead in the 
the top, and a pan and drain at the bottom for receiving the case of both substances. Another difference maintained by 
flow and carrying it safely away. The supply pipe was bent Niig-eli, tllat freshly precipitated starch is insoluble, amylo
over the upper end of the shaft, and fitted with a nose like dextrine solublp, in water, is also contested; the author find
t.hat of a watering pot, so as to deliver a shower of spray in- ing that granulose is soluble to a considerable extt-nt in 
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water, not only i mmediately after precipitation, but when it 
has remained for twenty-four hours under absolute alcohoL 
Other differences pointed out by W. N1Lgeli, Brllckner al,o 
maintains to be non-existent, and he regards amydulin and 
amylodextrin as identical. 

Brucke gave the name erythrogranulose to a substance 
nearly related to granulose, but with a stronger affinity for 
iodine, and receiving from it not a blue but a red color. 
Brukner regards the red color as resulting from a mixture 
of erythrodextrin, and the greater solubility of this sub
stance in water. If a mixture of filtered potato starch paste 
and erythrodextrin is dried on a watch glass, covered with 
a thin pellicle of collodIOn, and a drop of iodine solution 
placed on the lattrr, it penet.rates very slowly through the 
pellicle, the dextrine becoming first tinctured with red, and 
the granulose afterward wilh blue. If, on the other hand, 
no erythrodextrin is used, the diffusion of the iodine causes 
at once simply a blue coloring. 

With regard to the iodine reaction of starch, Brnkner 
contests Sachsse's view as to the 10SA of color of iodide of 
starch at a high temperature. He shows that the iodide 
may resist heat. and that the loss of color depends on the 
greater attraction of water for iodine as compared with 
starch, and the greater solubility of iodine in water at high 
tem peratures. 

The different kinds of starr.h do not take the same tint 
with the same quantity of (solid) iodine. That from the 
potato and Arum gives a blue, that from wheat and rice a 
violet tint; while the filtrate from starcll paste, from what
ever source, always gives a blue color. 

e f ... ., 
Salicylic Acid In Beer. 

Some interesting experiments by Heinzelmann have been 
published, which offer additional proofs of the value of 
salicylic acid as a preservative agent, for they show that 
this antiseptic, when used judiciously, really strengtllens 
and encourages the growth of yeast. The author's experi
ments show that, although the vitality of yeast is completely 
destroyed by the presence of 0'03 pel' cent of salicylic acid, 
the addition of only 0'01 per cent actually favors its 
greate&t activity, and further, that the yeast cell� developed 
in the presence of this proportion of salicylic acid are 
stronger and Jarger than those produced in a solution free 
from this acid; moreover, the production of alroliol in a 
given time is said to be greater. The a ddition of 1 part of 
salicylic acid to 10,000 parts of the mash is said to favor fer
mentation, especially when sugar is used. 

In two series, each of three experiments. Ladureau em· 
ployed (1) beer alone and beer mixed re'pectively with (2) 
lOG and (3) 200 grains per barrel. The three beers were ex
posed to the air for two weeks, and subsequently closed up 
1'01' a month, after which period they were examined. The 
beer 1 without salicylic acid waR sour, beer 2 was only 
slightly SOUl', and beer 3 not at all. To complete the in
vestigation, the salicylated beer was employed for dietetic 
purposes for several weeks without any deleteriolls effect on 
the health of the experimenter. It is therefore clellr that the 
addition at most of 250 grains (about one-half ounce) per 
barrel preserves the beer without affecting its use as a bev
{wage. The author defends the use of salicylic acid, and 
maintains that a prejud icial amount would never be added, 
owing to the facility with which salicylic acid may be llCCU
rate1y estimated. 

The Alltlq uUy o£ Mercury. 

A recent writer in the North Ohina Herald discusses the 
part playerl by mercury in the alchemy and materia medica 
of the Chinese Cinnabar was known to them in the seventh 
century before the Christian era, and its occurrence on the 
surface of the eartll was said to indicate gold beneath. Their 
views on the transformation of metal8 into ores and ores into 
metals by heat and other means took the form of a chemical 
rloctrine about a century before Christ, anrl there is now no 
reasonable . doubt that the Arabian Gebel' and others (as 
stated by Dr. Gladstone in his inaugural address to the 
Chemical Society) derived their ideas on the transmutation 
of metals into gold and the belief in immunity from death by 
the use of the philosopher's stone from China. Among all 
the metals with which the alchem!st worked, mercury was 
pre-eminent, and this is stated to be really the philosopher's 
stOlle, of which Gebel', Kalid, and others spoke in the times 
of the early Caliphs. III China it was employed fc'xcessively 
as a medicine. On nights when dew waAfalling, a sufficient 
amount was collected to mix with the powder of cinnabar, 
and this was taken habitually till it led to serious disturb
ance of the bodily functions. In the ninth century an em
peror, and in the tenth a prime minister, died from over
doses of mercury. Chinese medical books say it takes two 
hundred years to produce cinnabar; in three hundred years it 
becomes lead; in two hundred years more 1t becomes silver, 
and then by obtaining a transforming sub.tance called 
"vapor of harmony" it becomes gold. 'l'his doctrine of the 
transformation of mercury into ot.her metal� is 2.000 yell'S 
old in China. The Chinese hold that it not only prolongs 
liFe, but expels bad vapors, poison, and the gloom of an un
easy mind. 

------------.. .-4�.�1�. __ -----------

MINERAL wool is used for a packing to deaden the sound 
between floors in buildings, and being incoUl bustible it is 
now pretty generally used between the floors and ceilings 
in new houses. Mineral wool is obtained from the slag 
from blast furnaces, and is produced hy throwing a jet of 
I'team against the stream of slagasit flows from the furnace. 
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